
 
 
 
Air Floor and Air Floor Pro Cleaning and Care 
 
The Air Floor and Air Floor Pro are constructed of durable materials.  With some general care and 
maintenance your air product will withstand the rigors of tumbling practice and fun for years to come.  
Here’s some of the ways you can keep your Air Product in the best shape possible! 
 
Cleaning the Air Floor or Air Floor Pro 

● Use a soft rag and a warm mild soap solution to spot clean small areas on the Air Floor or Air 
Floor Pro.  Allow to dry thoroughly before use. 

● Avoid using harsh chemical cleaners on the vinyl surfaces as they can break down the material 
quicker. 

● If it is occasionally necessary for sanitary reasons to clean a surface with disinfectant, be sure to 
use a warm mild soap solution to remove any disinfectant residue from the surface.  Allow to dry 
thoroughly before use. 

 
Tips for Inflating the Air Floor/Air Floor Pro 

● Lay the Air Floor out on a surface that is clear of debris. 
● Locate the valves.  (On the Air Floor Pro there may be many valves. Before inflating make sure all 

valves are closed properly and dust covers are in place) 
● Refer to the Air Floor inflating guide video HERE for additional information about inflating the 

Air Floor. 
● Check that the amount of pressure in the Air Floor is appropriate for the size/level athlete using 

the unit. (Firm for older higher level athletes/Less firm for smaller/beginner athletes) 
 
Moving/Storing the Air Floor/Air Floor Pro 

● Try to lift the Air Floor and Air Floor Pro off the floor completely when moving it from one place 
to the other. Refrain from dragging it across the floor which can cause damage. 

● If you do need to store or move an Air Product for any length of time there are a few main 
considerations 

● Open the valve and remove most of the air but not all.  Keeping a small amount of the air in the 
product will help the product to maintain a bit of it’s original structure when in storage and 
reduce the chance of certain damage to the product. 

● Roll the product as loose as possible.  Roll in folds that are 1-2 feet wide for temporary storage.  
Place in a large duffle bag or rolling suitcase to protect it from pokes and bumps. 
 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iX9yFJc2pDQ

